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Alliance Sensors Group and Component Distributors Inc 
Partner in North American Distribution Deal 

 
Moorestown, New Jersey, May 13, 2015…Alliance Sensors Group a div of H.G. Schaevitz LLC is proud to 
announce its partnership with Component Distributors Inc (www.cdiweb.com) to distribute its in-cylinder LVIT 
linear position sensors throughout North America. ASG’s LVIT in-cylinder sensors were designed for the fluid 
power, mobile hydraulic, and off road vehicle markets and offer the flexibility/performance of an inductive 
contactless sensor with the ruggedness commonly found in resistive style sensors. The product line has both 
port-mount and embedded versions with numerous analog outputs and requires no magnet to operate. 
 

“I have had the pleasure of working with CDI numerous times in the past,” says John Matlack VP of sales 
and marketing for Alliance Sensors Group.”Their professionalism and customer service are second to 
none and we at ASG are extremely excited about being able to partner with such a notable organization.” 

 
Component Distributors Inc. (CDI) is a value added distributor of Metrology, and Position Feedback Sensors, 
as well as Power, RF, Microwave, and Wireless products for simple to complex system applications. 
 
About H. G. Schaevitz LLC Alliance Sensors Group 
Headquartered in Moorestown, NJ USA, Alliance Sensors Group a div of H.G. Schaevitz LLC 
(www.alliancesensors.com) is a position sensor manufacturing company offering engineering and application 
support toward solving position measurement challenges within the power generation, fluid power, and 
manufacturing industries. Combining more than 150 years of sensors know-how, ASG's technical and 
applications support staff have extensive experience in providing the right sensor for difficult rotary and linear 
position measurement applications. Follow us on Twitter (@Alliancesensor1) or Facebook. 


